ACT ENGLISH PRACTICE PAPER
[1] Today, passengers can travel through the 31-mile tunnel in just 20
minutes. [2] However, cars cannot drive through the tunnel. [3] While some
people choose to ride on passenger trains, it is also possible to travel via car.
[4] Instead, cars must be driven onto special trains. [5] Passengers then
remain in their cars during the journey, and upon reaching the station, they
simply drive their cars off the train.
1. In order to make this paragraph as logical as possible, where should Sentence 2 be placed?
select

Before Sentence 1
select

After Sentence 5
select

After Sentence 4
select

Where it is now
select

After Sentence 3
"The Election of 1800" by Alec Slatky (2013)
The presidential election of 1800 was an unusual and unique contest in
American history. The opponents were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
former friends who became rivals. Jefferson had actually been Vice President
under Adams, but had not supported the latter’s policies. Jefferson leapt at the
chance to unseat his former boss. Adams, too, would have enjoyed spending
time on his farm more than dealing with political acrimony. Accordingly, he
was too prideful to willingly relinquish his office. So, the two men who were
most qualified for the position but least excited to have such a stressful
job became the presidential candidates.
The campaign was a bitter partisan one and included numerous personal
attacks. Critics called Jefferson a Democratic-Republican radical, he would

lead the country down the bloody path of the French Revolution. Jefferson’s
allies fired back, painting Adams as an anti-liberty autocrat. Adams was from
Massachusetts. Adams even faced opposition from some extremists among
his fellow Federalists and thus lacked the party unity required to win the
election.
In the end, Jefferson emerged victorious, winning 73 of the 138 electoral
votes. Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated as President, and Aaron Burr was
inaugurated as Vice President. The election was a milestone in American
history: it was the first that shifted control of the White House to a different
party, the first with a modern mudslinging campaign, and the first that truly
tested whether the new nation would remain united despite all its divisions.
2. Suppose the author intended to write an essay about the platform of the Federalist Party.
Would this essay fulfill the author’s goal?
select

Yes, because the presidential election of 1800 promoted Federalist ideals.
select

Yes, because John Adams was the candidate who explained the Federalist
platform.
select

No, because the essay focuses on a contest involving the Federalist Party
rather than its specific policy proposals.
select

No, because the Federalist party did not have a platform in the presidential
election of 1800.
select

No, because the Federalist Party was not part of the presidential election of
1800.
"The Election of 1800" by Alec Slatky (2013)
The presidential election of 1800 was an unusual and unique contest in
American history. The opponents were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
former friends who became rivals. Jefferson had actually been Vice President
under Adams, but had not supported the latter’s policies. Jefferson leapt at the
chance to unseat his former boss. Adams, too, would have enjoyed spending
time on his farm more than dealing with political acrimony. Accordingly, he

was too prideful to willingly relinquish his office. So, the two men who were
most qualified for the position but least excited to have such a stressful
job became the presidential candidates.
The campaign was a bitter partisan one and included numerous personal
attacks. Critics called Jefferson a Democratic-Republican radical, he would
lead the country down the bloody path of the French Revolution. Jefferson’s
allies fired back, painting Adams as an anti-liberty autocrat. Adams was from
Massachusetts. Adams even faced opposition from some extremists among
his fellow Federalists and thus lacked the party unity required to win the
election.
In the end, Jefferson emerged victorious, winning 73 of the 138 electoral
votes. Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated as President, and Aaron Burr was
inaugurated as Vice President. The election was a milestone in American
history: it was the first that shifted control of the White House to a different
party, the first with a modern mudslinging campaign, and the first that truly
tested whether the new nation would remain united despite all its divisions.
3. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

radical, but
select

NO CHANGE
select

radical, maybe he
select

radical whom
select

radical who
Alfred Tarski, born on January 14, 1901, became known during his lifetime as
a brilliant mathematician and teacher. He is best known for proving several
advanced geometric theorems. By the time Tarski moved to the United States,
much of Europe has already fallen into the grips of World War II. Hundreds of
mathematical problems were solved by Tarski.

Tarski enrolled in Warsaw University in 1920. Originally wishing to study
biology, mathematics was the subject in which Tarski ultimately excelled. He
graduated with honors, and began his career as a math teacher. A true
mathematical virtuoso, Tarski was concerned with neither the application of
his research nor publishing his findings.
Discoveries made by Tarski influenced the work of one of the world’s greatest
physicists, Albert Einstein. Einstein and Tarski had many similar interests in
common. Unlike Albert Einstein, however, Tarski was especially fond for pure
mathematics. Although Tarski and Einstein were contemporaries, Einstein
was the most prolific writer of the two.
In 1929, Tarski married his co-worker, Maria Witkowska. An affinity for
mathematics ran in the family. Tarski even admitted that his wife knew more
about algebra, geometry and trigonometry than did he. Tarski's two children,
Jan, and Ina, grew up to be prominent mathematicians themselves; however,
neither Jan nor Ina have received a great deal of international attention.
4. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

had already fallen
select

will have already fallen
select

to fall
select

already falls
Adapted from Sozein ta Phainomena: An Essay Concerning Physical Theory
from Plato to Galileo by Pierre Duhem (translated by Matthew Minerd)
What are physical theories’ value? What relation does it have with
metaphysical explication? These are questions that are greatly stirred and
raised in our days. However, as with other questions, they are in no manner
completely new. It is a question that has been posed in all ages. As long as

there has been a science of nature, they have been posed. Granted, the form
that they assume changes somewhat from one age to another, for they
borrow their various appearance from the scientific vocabularies of their times.
Nevertheless, one need only dismiss this outer vestment in order to recognize
that they remain essentially identical to each other.
The science of nature offers us up until the 17th century at least, very few
parties that managed to create theories expressed in a mathematical
language. . . . If we leave aside several exceptions, an historical investigation
places before our eyes strong evidence of a type science that would indeed
be a prediction of modern mathematical physics. This science is astronomy.
That is, where we would say, “Physical theory,” the Greek, Muslim, Medieval,
and early Renaissance sages would say, “Astronomy.” However, for these
earlier thinkers, the other parts of the study of nature did not attain a similar
degree of perfection. That is, they did not express the laws of experience in a
mathematical manner similar to that found in astronomy. In addition, during
this time, the study of the material realities generally were not separated from
what we would call today, “metaphysics.”
Thus, you can see why the question that concerns us takes two related,
though different forms. Today, we ask, “What are the relations between
metaphysics and physical theory?” However, in past days; indeed, for nearly
two thousand years; it was formulated instead as, “What are the relations
between physics and astronomy?”
5. Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the passage. If the underlined
portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

However, in past days, indeed, for nearly two thousand years;
select

However in past days indeed for nearly two thousand years
select

However, in past days, indeed, for nearly two thousand years,
select

However, in past days; indeed, for nearly two thousand years;
select

However, in past days—indeed, for nearly two thousand years—

During the final months of 2007, the prices of basic grains nearly doubled in
Northern Africa, Latin America, and much of Asia, the high prices caused a
global food crisis. The catastrophe sparked and incited an international debate
regarding the licensing of new technologies to developing nations. One
economist warned that because of the risk of unforeseen price shocks,
officials should proceed very cautiously. The construction of private
farms pose a serious financial threat to farmers in the United States;
nevertheless, of the five most industrialized nations, the United States
exports more crops.
How do some countries cope with food crises better than others. It is
technology that accounts for the majority of the difference. The rate at which
countries adopt innovations depends significantly on environmental factors.
These environmental factors include climate, soil and elevation. The variability
in environment inhibits new technologies from gaining worldwide popularity
that are suited for one particular region over another. For example, the
pesticides used in Europe are much more acidic than North America. Without
the different levels of acidity, pests would prevent the crops to grow.
6. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

of Asia, the quite
select

of, Asia. The
select

for Asia. The
select

of Asia. The
Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the sentence.
If the underlined portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
7. At that school on Fridays, the childrens' lunches are made by a local seafood chef who makes
crowd favorites like California roll sushi and fried popcorn shrimp.

select

NO CHANGE
select

childs' lunches
select

childrens lunches
select

children's lunches
select

childrens lunch's
In 1929, E.F. Lindquist, a professor in the University of Iowa College of
Education, began designing tests for the Iowa Academic Meet. The purpose
of the meet was to identify exemplary high school students. Test-takers began
with a first round of testing. This round occurred during the school day and
covered ten core academic subjects. Students who scored well in the first
round participated in district-level tests that were more difficult. High-scorers
from the second round participated in a third round of testing. The top ten
students in each subject area were rewarded with medals at a banquet.
Although the test was a success, Lindquist wanted to reduce the competitive
aspect of the test. To achieve this goal, Lindquist renamed the test the Iowa
Every-Pupil Achievement Testing Program.
The tests popularity provided Lindquist with the opportunity to study how to
best write, administer, and score a standardized test. However, Lindquist was
not yet satisfied. He grew concerned that the test focused too much on rote
memorization of content rather than on skill development. Lindquist began to
work on a test for middle school students that would test skills. This test which
was first administered in 1935 became known as the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills. In 1942, the Every-Pupil test is discontinued and replaced with the Iowa
Tests of Educational Development. As Lindquist had hoped, this test focused
on testing skills rather than pure content memorization.
By the late 1950s, Lindquist had gained significant renown in the world of
standardized testing, so he became involved in the process of developing a
college admissions testing program. Although the SAT had been a commonly
used admissions test since 1926, it was primarily marketed in the northeast
and used as an admissions test for universities in that region. Schools outside

this area used a variety of different tests that covered different content
and was administered at different times. This led to unreliable results.
In 1958, that a standardized, national test be developed was proposed by
Lindquist. He also hoped that, unlike the SAT, the new test would measure
academic achievement so that it could be used to gauge each student’s level
of preparation for college-level work.
Lindquist and a man named Ted McCarrel began developing the new test.
One of McCarrel's main jobs was contacting admissions officers and
convincing schools to use the new test. However, like the SAT, the ACT
began as a regional test. Unlike the SAT, however, it was primarily used in the
Midwest. With time and effort, the test became more popular in other parts of
the country.
In 1959, the ACT was administered for the first time. The test was similar to
the Iowa Tests of Educational Development. It consisted of four parts; English,
math, social studies, and natural science. The social studies and natural
science portions required students to interpret readings from each field; thus,
Lindquist was able to maintain his goal of testing skills rather than memorized
facts. Students had forty-five minutes to complete each section of the
test. The ACT quickly became a staple of the college admissions process. In
the first year, 132,963 students took the test, and that number grew in
subsequent years.
Today, many colleges and universities in the U.S. accept ACT results from
students applying for admission. So, don't worry! I'm sure your college will
accept it too!
8. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

test. and
select

test? That
select

test. And
select

test and

select

NO CHANGE
In 1929, E.F. Lindquist, a professor in the University of Iowa College of
Education, began designing tests for the Iowa Academic Meet. The purpose
of the meet was to identify exemplary high school students. Test-takers began
with a first round of testing. This round occurred during the school day and
covered ten core academic subjects. Students who scored well in the first
round participated in district-level tests that were more difficult. High-scorers
from the second round participated in a third round of testing. The top ten
students in each subject area were rewarded with medals at a banquet.
Although the test was a success, Lindquist wanted to reduce the competitive
aspect of the test. To achieve this goal, Lindquist renamed the test the Iowa
Every-Pupil Achievement Testing Program.
The tests popularity provided Lindquist with the opportunity to study how to
best write, administer, and score a standardized test. However, Lindquist was
not yet satisfied. He grew concerned that the test focused too much on rote
memorization of content rather than on skill development. Lindquist began to
work on a test for middle school students that would test skills. This test which
was first administered in 1935 became known as the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills. In 1942, the Every-Pupil test is discontinued and replaced with the Iowa
Tests of Educational Development. As Lindquist had hoped, this test focused
on testing skills rather than pure content memorization.
By the late 1950s, Lindquist had gained significant renown in the world of
standardized testing, so he became involved in the process of developing a
college admissions testing program. Although the SAT had been a commonly
used admissions test since 1926, it was primarily marketed in the northeast
and used as an admissions test for universities in that region. Schools outside
this area used a variety of different tests that covered different content
and was administered at different times. This led to unreliable results.
In 1958, that a standardized, national test be developed was proposed by
Lindquist. He also hoped that, unlike the SAT, the new test would measure
academic achievement so that it could be used to gauge each student’s level
of preparation for college-level work.
Lindquist and a man named Ted McCarrel began developing the new test.
One of McCarrel's main jobs was contacting admissions officers and

convincing schools to use the new test. However, like the SAT, the ACT
began as a regional test. Unlike the SAT, however, it was primarily used in the
Midwest. With time and effort, the test became more popular in other parts of
the country.
In 1959, the ACT was administered for the first time. The test was similar to
the Iowa Tests of Educational Development. It consisted of four parts; English,
math, social studies, and natural science. The social studies and natural
science portions required students to interpret readings from each field; thus,
Lindquist was able to maintain his goal of testing skills rather than memorized
facts. Students had forty-five minutes to complete each section of the
test. The ACT quickly became a staple of the college admissions process. In
the first year, 132,963 students took the test, and that number grew in
subsequent years.
Today, many colleges and universities in the U.S. accept ACT results from
students applying for admission. So, don't worry! I'm sure your college will
accept it too!
9. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

are
select

NO CHANGE
select

have been
select

were
select

is
When the patent on Alexander Graham Bell’s revolutionary invention, the
telephone, expired in 1894 thousands of new firms entered the
telecommunication industry. Among them were a collection of profitable
companies that merged to form what would later become known as The Bell
System. The Bell System had amassed such weight in the industry that in
1933, when Congress passed a law declaring phone service a public utility,

the Bell System quickly transformed into a monopoly.
Lawmakers enthusiastic supported a series of provisions intended to stimulate
competition. Appointed as the nation’s sole provider of telecommunication
services, widespread criticism about the Bell System began to surface.
The Federal Communications Act has so far been highly effective and the
industry has grown tremendously as a result. In fact, for the past three years,
the profitability of the largest three telecommunication companies has
been greater than the largest three automotive companies. The number of
calls provided by the top three companies range from five billion to six billion
per day. Today, virtually everyone has made a phone call over the course of
their lives. Most people do not know, however, that payment for swaths of
electromagnetic wavelengths have become commonplace.
One explanation for such high call volume and large profits is that calls are
becoming much less expensive for companies to provide, regardless for many
large fixed expenses such as communication towers, base stations,
and paying for utility poles. Over the last century, telephones had become an
important part of modern society. In fact, the cost of delivering one telephone
call today is about a thousandth of the cost in the 1950s. The increasing
affordability and abundance of phone calls mark the progress made since the
time of Alexander Graham Bell and the Bell System.
10. Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the passage. If the bolded
portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

was
select

exist
select

will be
select

NO CHANGE
select

are
Communist rule in Poland ended in 1989 and the following year proved
disastrous for the Polish economy. Prices rapidly ballooned while incomes

dropped. Attempting to find a solution, the Balcerowicz Plan was implemented
by Polish officials. The plan liberalized the economy by abolishing price
controls, exposing markets to international competition, and it
discontinued most industrial subsidies. In the time of the years following these
efforts, economic growth has increased steady.
After years of negotiations and economic and political reforms, Poland
became a member of The European Union on May 1, 2004. Soon after, Polish
officials voted in favor for laws that would eventually mend the unemployment
problem in Poland significantly. In fact, the unemployment rate improved for
the first time in five years immediately following Poland's membership. The
involvement of Poland in the Eastern Bloc is currently greater than the Czech
Republic. The passage of two policies regarding energy credits from foreign
countries provide evidence of the emergence of Poland in the global
economy.
11. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

In the time since the years following these efforts
select

In the years following these efforts
select

The years since the time of these efforts
select

During the years that spanned the time immediately following these efforts
Known as Prohibition the political fight in the United States to ban the sale,
consumption, and possession of alcohol took a long time. The official
ratification of the 18th Amendment, which banned alcohol, took place in
January of 1919, after Nebraska became the 36th state to have its legislature
ratify the amendment. The Amendment had first been passed of the United
States Senate in 1917, and needed vigorous political action taken by its
supporters just to get the necessary 36 states to ratify it. Its official enactment
on January 1, 1920 was met with equal amounts of relief and joy by it’s
proponents.

Most of them had been fighting to ban alcohol for decades. The American
Temperance Society was founding in 1826. Frances Willard had been running
the Women’s Christian Temperance Union for decades by the time a national
debate was taking place on Prohibition. Carrie Nation had banded together
women in the Midwest since the turn of the century to destroy bars and
saloons with her trademark hatchet. The Anti-Saloon league
organized thousands of everyday Americans to vote against any politician that
did not support Prohibition. A burgeoning movement had grown into a
legitimate groundswell, by the late 1910s.
After the ratification of the 18th Amendment, few of these supporters thought
that it would be the abject failure it turned out to be. Most Americans did not
want the absolute ban of all sale, consumption, and possession of
alcohol. The most enterprising Americans found many illicit ways to profit from
alcohol’s new illegal status. Americans looking for alcohol were seldom out of
options, as every corner had either a speakeasy or a bootlegger selling
imported or homemade liquor. Criminal organizations grew in strength thanks
to profits from illegal booze, and federal agents were hopelessly outmanned of
mobsters and thugs. On December 5, 1933, the 21st Amendment to the United
States Constitution repealed the 18th Amendment, eliminating the Prohibition
of alcohol and turning back the work of all of the Prohibition activists.
12. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

Being known today as Prohibition the political fight
select

Known as Prohibition, the political fight
select

NO CHANGE
select

Known as Prohibition—the political fight—
select

Knowing as Prohibition the political fight
Adapted from “The Fear of the Past” in What’s Wrong with the World by G.K.
Chesterton (1910)

The last few decades have marked by a special cultivation of the romance of
the future. We seem to have made up our minds to misunderstand what has
happened; and we turn, with a sort of relief, to stating what will happen—
which is (apparently) more easy. The modern man no longer presents the
memoirs of his great grandfather; but is engaged in writing a detailed and
authoritative biography of his great-grandson. Instead of trembling before the
specters of the dead, we shudder abject under the shadow of the babe
unborn. This spirit is apparent everywhere, even to the creation of a form of
futurist romance. Sir Walter Scott stands at the dawn of the nineteenth century
for the novel of the past; Mr. H. G. Wells stands at the beginning of the
twentieth century for the novel of the future. The old story, we know, was
supposed to begin: "Late on a winter's evening two horsemen might have
been seen . . ." The new story has to begin: "Late on a winter's evening two
aviators will be seen . . ." The movement is not without its elements of
charm; theres something spirited, if eccentric, in the sight of so many people
fighting over again the fights that have not yet happened; of people
still aglow with the memory of tomorrow morning. A man in advance of the
age is a familiar phrase enough. An age in advance of the age is really rather
odd.
13. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

great grandfather; but, is engaged in
select

great grandfather while he is engaged in
select

great grandfather but is engaged in
select

great grandfather; instead, he is engaged in
Although the tunnel would make it significantly easier to travel between the
two countries, people in England were hesitant. Prior to the construction of the
Chunnel, England could not be reached via land, and the British were worried
that the construction of the tunnel would allow illegal immigrants to enter the
country. They also feared that the tunnel would make it easier for invading

countries to attack. Nonetheless, a plan for the tunnel was created in 1856,
and drilling began in 1880.
14. Which of the following would NOT be an acceptable alternative to the underlined portion of
the passage?
select

Still
select

Nevertheless
select

Additionally
select

Regardless
select

Despite this
Adapted from “Authority: The Unavoidable” in What’s Wrong with the World by
G.K. Chesterton (1912)
The important point here is only that you cannot get rid of authority in
education. It is not so much that parental authority ought to be preserved. The
more, important truth, is that such authority cannot be destroyed. Mr. Bernard
Shaw once said that he had hated the idea of forming a child's mind. In that
case, Mr. Bernard Shaw had better hang himself, for he hates something
inseparable from human life. I only mentioned [earlier in the book] the drawing
out of the child’s abilities in order to point out that even this mental trick does
not avoid the idea of parental or scholastic authority. The educator's drawing
out is just as arbitrary and coercive as the instructor’s action, for he draws out
what he chooses. He decides what in the child shall be developed and what
shall not be developed.
The only result of all this pompous distinction between the “educator” and the
“instructor” is who the instructor pokes where he likes and the educator pulls
where he likes. Exactly the same intellectual violence is done to the creature
whom is poked and pulled. We must all except the responsibility of this
intellectual violence, whether from poking or from pulling.

Education is violent; because it is creative. It is such because it is human. It
is as reckless as playing on the fiddle, as dogmatic as drawing a picture, as
brutal as building a house. In short, it is what all human action is, it is an
interference with life and growth. After that it is a trifling and even a jocular
question whether we say of this tremendous tormentor, the artist Man, that he
puts things into us like a pharmacist or draws things out of us.
15. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

accept
select

exception
select

express
select

exempt
select

NO CHANGE
Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the sentence.
If the underlined portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
16. Allison packed twelve cans of soda for the trip, but her father told her she'd
selected two many cans to fit in the cooler.
select

two much cans
select

too many can's
select

too many cans
select

too much cans
select

NO CHANGE

Alfred Tarski, born on January 14, 1901, became known during his lifetime as
a brilliant mathematician and teacher. He is best known for proving several
advanced geometric theorems. By the time Tarski moved to the United States,
much of Europe has already fallen into the grips of World War II. Hundreds of
mathematical problems were solved by Tarski.
Tarski enrolled in Warsaw University in 1920. Originally wishing to study
biology, mathematics was the subject in which Tarski ultimately excelled. He
graduated with honors, and began his career as a math teacher. A true
mathematical virtuoso, Tarski was concerned with neither the application of
his research nor publishing his findings.
Discoveries made by Tarski influenced the work of one of the world’s greatest
physicists, Albert Einstein. Einstein and Tarski had many similar interests in
common. Unlike Albert Einstein, however, Tarski was especially fond for pure
mathematics. Although Tarski and Einstein were contemporaries, Einstein
was the most prolific writer of the two.
In 1929, Tarski married his co-worker, Maria Witkowska. An affinity for
mathematics ran in the family. Tarski even admitted that his wife knew more
about algebra, geometry and trigonometry than did he. Tarski's two children,
Jan, and Ina, grew up to be prominent mathematicians themselves; however,
neither Jan nor Ina have received a great deal of international attention.
17. The author is considering adding the following sentence to the passage:
"Whereas Einstein published dozens of books, Tarski published only one."
If the writer were to add this sentence to the passage, which of these choices would be the
most logical place to insert it?
select

After the first sentence of paragraph 1
select

After the first sentence of paragraph 2
select

After the first sentence of paragraph 4
select

After the last sentence of paragraph 4
select

After the last sentence of paragraph 3

"The Election of 1800" by Alec Slatky (2013)
The presidential election of 1800 was an unusual and unique contest in
American history. The opponents were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
former friends who became rivals. Jefferson had actually been Vice President
under Adams, but had not supported the latter’s policies. Jefferson leapt at the
chance to unseat his former boss. Adams, too, would have enjoyed spending
time on his farm more than dealing with political acrimony. Accordingly, he
was too prideful to willingly relinquish his office. So, the two men who were
most qualified for the position but least excited to have such a stressful
job became the presidential candidates.
The campaign was a bitter partisan one and included numerous personal
attacks. Critics called Jefferson a Democratic-Republican radical, he would
lead the country down the bloody path of the French Revolution. Jefferson’s
allies fired back, painting Adams as an anti-liberty autocrat. Adams was from
Massachusetts. Adams even faced opposition from some extremists among
his fellow Federalists and thus lacked the party unity required to win the
election.
In the end, Jefferson emerged victorious, winning 73 of the 138 electoral
votes. Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated as President, and Aaron Burr was
inaugurated as Vice President. The election was a milestone in American
history: it was the first that shifted control of the White House to a different
party, the first with a modern mudslinging campaign, and the first that truly
tested whether the new nation would remain united despite all its divisions.
18. Suppose the writer wanted to convey Thomas Jefferson’s reluctance to be President. Which
of the following sentences would accomplish this if used to replace the bolded sentence?
select

Jefferson was eager to implement his preferred legislation.
select

After much convincing, Jefferson finally agreed to be the Republican nominee.
select

NO CHANGE
select

Jefferson was not prepared to retreat from the spotlight.
select

Jefferson was thrilled to finally be able to run for President.

Adapted from The Autobiography of John Adams (ed. 1856)
Not long after this, the three greatest measures of all were carried. Three
committees were appointed, one for preparing a declaration of independence,
another for reporting a plan of a treaty to be proposed to France, and a third to
digest a system of articles of confederation to be proposed to the States. I
was appointed on the committee of independence and on that for preparing
the form of a treaty with France. On the committee of confederation Mr.
Samuel Adams was appointed. The committee of independence were
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and
Robert R. Livingston. Mr. Jefferson had been now about a year a member of
Congress, but had attended his duty in the house a very small part of the time,
and, when there, had never spoken in public. During the whole time I sat with
him in Congress, I never heard him utter three sentences together. It will
naturally be inquired how it happened that he was appointed on a committee
of such importance. There were more reasons than one. Mr. Jefferson had the
reputation of a masterly pen; he had been chosen a delegate in Virginia, in
consequence of a very handsome public paper which he had written for the
House of Burgesses, which had given him the character of a fine
writer. Another reason was, that Mr. Richard Henry Lee was not beloved by
the most of his colleagues from Virginia, and Mr. Jefferson was set up to rival
and supplant him. This could be done only by the pen, for Mr. Jefferson could
stand no competition with him or any one else in elocution and public debate.
19. If you wanted to split this paragraph into two separate paragraphs, which sentence would be
the best beginning for the second paragraph?
select

"The committee of independence were . . ."
select

"Mr. Jefferson had the reputation of a masterly pen . . ."
select

"On the committee of confederation Mr. Samuel Adams . . . "
select

"Mr. Jefferson had been now about a year . . ."
select

"During the whole time that I . . ."
"The Election of 1800" by Alec Slatky (2013)

The presidential election of 1800 was an unusual and unique contest in
American history. The opponents were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
former friends who became rivals. Jefferson had actually been Vice President
under Adams, but had not supported the latter’s policies. Jefferson leapt at the
chance to unseat his former boss. Adams, too, would have enjoyed spending
time on his farm more than dealing with political acrimony. Accordingly, he
was too prideful to willingly relinquish his office. So, the two men who were
most qualified for the position but least excited to have such a stressful
job became the presidential candidates.
The campaign was a bitter partisan one and included numerous personal
attacks. Critics called Jefferson a Democratic-Republican radical, he would
lead the country down the bloody path of the French Revolution. Jefferson’s
allies fired back, painting Adams as an anti-liberty autocrat. Adams was from
Massachusetts. Adams even faced opposition from some extremists among
his fellow Federalists and thus lacked the party unity required to win the
election.
In the end, Jefferson emerged victorious, winning 73 of the 138 electoral
votes. Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated as President, and Aaron Burr was
inaugurated as Vice President. The election was a milestone in American
history: it was the first that shifted control of the White House to a different
party, the first with a modern mudslinging campaign, and the first that truly
tested whether the new nation would remain united despite all its divisions.
20. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

Adams was originally from Massachusetts, though he resided in Washington,
D.C.
select

Massachusetts was the birthplace and residence of John Adams.
select

Even today, the state of Massachusetts is proud to have been the birthplace
of John Adams.
select

OMIT the underlined section.
select

NO CHANGE

When the patent on Alexander Graham Bell’s revolutionary invention, the
telephone, expired in 1894 thousands of new firms entered the
telecommunication industry. Among them were a collection of profitable
companies that merged to form what would later become known as The Bell
System. The Bell System had amassed such weight in the industry that in
1933, when Congress passed a law declaring phone service a public utility,
the Bell System quickly transformed into a monopoly.
Lawmakers enthusiastic supported a series of provisions intended to stimulate
competition. Appointed as the nation’s sole provider of telecommunication
services, widespread criticism about the Bell System began to surface.
The Federal Communications Act has so far been highly effective and the
industry has grown tremendously as a result. In fact, for the past three years,
the profitability of the largest three telecommunication companies has
been greater than the largest three automotive companies. The number of
calls provided by the top three companies range from five billion to six billion
per day. Today, virtually everyone has made a phone call over the course
of their lives. Most people do not know, however, that payment for swaths of
electromagnetic wavelengths have become commonplace.
One explanation for such high call volume and large profits is that calls are
becoming much less expensive for companies to provide, regardless for many
large fixed expenses such as communication towers, base stations,
and paying for utility poles. Over the last century, telephones had become an
important part of modern society. In fact, the cost of delivering one telephone
call today is about a thousandth of the cost in the 1950s. The increasing
affordability and abundance of phone calls mark the progress made since the
time of Alexander Graham Bell and the Bell System.
21. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

is becoming
select

are becoming
select

NO CHANGE
select

has become

select

have become
During the final months of 2007, the prices of basic grains nearly doubled in
Northern Africa, Latin America, and much of Asia, the high prices caused a
global food crisis. The catastrophe sparked and incited an international debate
regarding the licensing of new technologies to developing nations. One
economist warned that because of the risk of unforeseen price shocks,
officials should proceed very cautiously. The construction of private
farms pose a serious financial threat to farmers in the United States;
nevertheless, of the five most industrialized nations, the United States
exports more crops.
How do some countries cope with food crises better than others. It is
technology that accounts for the majority of the difference. The rate at which
countries adopt innovations depends significantly on environmental factors.
These environmental factors include climate, soil and elevation. The variability
in environment inhibits new technologies from gaining worldwide popularity
that are suited for one particular region over another. For example, the
pesticides used in Europe are much more acidic than North America. Without
the different levels of acidity, pests would prevent the crops to grow.
22. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

others?
select

others;
select

others,
select

others—
select

NO CHANGE

When the patent on Alexander Graham Bell’s revolutionary invention, the
telephone, expired in 1894 thousands of new firms entered the
telecommunication industry. Among them were a collection of profitable
companies that merged to form what would later become known as The Bell
System. The Bell System had amassed such weight in the industry that in
1933, when Congress passed a law declaring phone service a public utility,
the Bell System quickly transformed into a monopoly.
Lawmakers enthusiastic supported a series of provisions intended to stimulate
competition. Appointed as the nation’s sole provider of telecommunication
services, widespread criticism about the Bell System began to surface.
The Federal Communications Act has so far been highly effective and the
industry has grown tremendously as a result. In fact, for the past three years,
the profitability of the largest three telecommunication companies has
been greater than the largest three automotive companies. The number of
calls provided by the top three companies range from five billion to six billion
per day. Today, virtually everyone has made a phone call over the course
of their lives. Most people do not know, however, that payment for swaths of
electromagnetic wavelengths have become commonplace.
One explanation for such high call volume and large profits is that calls are
becoming much less expensive for companies to provide, regardless for many
large fixed expenses such as communication towers, base stations,
and paying for utility poles. Over the last century, telephones had become an
important part of modern society. In fact, the cost of delivering one telephone
call today is about a thousandth of the cost in the 1950s. The increasing
affordability and abundance of phone calls mark the progress made since the
time of Alexander Graham Bell and the Bell System.
23. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

his or her life
select

their life
select

our lives
select

NO CHANGE

select

they're lives
Alfred Tarski, born on January 14, 1901, became known during his lifetime as
a brilliant mathematician and teacher. He is best known for proving several
advanced geometric theorems. By the time Tarski moved to the United States,
much of Europe has already fallen into the grips of World War II. Hundreds of
mathematical problems were solved by Tarski.
Tarski enrolled in Warsaw University in 1920. Originally wishing to study
biology, mathematics was the subject in which Tarski ultimately excelled. He
graduated with honors, and began his career as a math teacher. A true
mathematical virtuoso, Tarski was concerned with neither the application of
his research nor publishing his findings.
Discoveries made by Tarski influenced the work of one of the world’s greatest
physicists, Albert Einstein. Einstein and Tarski had many similar interests in
common. Unlike Albert Einstein, however, Tarski was especially fond for pure
mathematics. Although Tarski and Einstein were contemporaries, Einstein
was the most prolific writer of the two.
In 1929, Tarski married his co-worker, Maria Witkowska. An affinity for
mathematics ran in the family. Tarski even admitted that his wife knew more
about algebra, geometry and trigonometry than did he. Tarski's two children,
Jan, and Ina, grew up to be prominent mathematicians themselves; however,
neither Jan nor Ina have received a great deal of international attention.
24. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

mathematics is what Tarski excelled in
select

Tarski ultimately excelled in mathematics
select

mathematics is the field in which Tarski ended up focusing his attention
select

the subject in which Tarski ultimately excelled was mathematics
When she was asked what her favorite activity was, Micaela said sleep.
25. Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the sentence. If the
underlined portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

"slept."
select

said "sleeping."
select

says "sleeping."
select

says "sleep."
The witness turned and pointed a shaky finger at the person that had fired the
gun into the air.
26. Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the sentence. If the
underlined portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

person that fired
select

person who had fired
select

NO CHANGE
select

person whom had fired
select

person which had fired
Choose the answer that best corrects the underlined portion of the sentence.
If the underlined portion is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."

27. After the party, Maria, who the party was thrown for, walked home alone, savoring the
memories of the friends she would be leaving when she moved for her new job next week.
select

NO CHANGE
select

for who the party was thrown
select

for whom the party was thrown for
select

for whom the party was thrown
select

for whose the party was thrown
Communist rule in Poland ended in 1989 and the following year proved
disastrous for the Polish economy. Prices rapidly ballooned while incomes
dropped. Attempting to find a solution, the Balcerowicz Plan was implemented
by Polish officials. The plan liberalized the economy by abolishing price
controls, exposing markets to international competition, and it
discontinued most industrial subsidies. In the time of the years following these
efforts, economic growth has increased steady.
After years of negotiations and economic and political reforms, Poland
became a member of The European Union on May 1, 2004. Soon after, Polish
officials voted in favor for laws that would eventually mend the unemployment
problem in Poland significantly. In fact, the unemployment rate improved for
the first time in five years immediately following Poland's membership. The
involvement of Poland in the Eastern Bloc is currently greater than the Czech
Republic. The passage of two policies regarding energy credits from foreign
countries provide evidence of the emergence of Poland in the global
economy.
28. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

NO CHANGE
select

After years of negotiations, and economic, and political reforms

select

After years of negotiations, and economic and political reforms,
select

After years of negotiations and economic and political reforms
select

After years of negotiations and economic, and political reforms,
Communist rule in Poland ended in 1989 and the following year proved
disastrous for the Polish economy. Prices rapidly ballooned while incomes
dropped. Attempting to find a solution, the Balcerowicz Plan was implemented
by Polish officials. The plan liberalized the economy by abolishing price
controls, exposing markets to international competition, and it
discontinued most industrial subsidies. In the time of the years following these
efforts, economic growth has increased steady.
After years of negotiations and economic and political reforms, Poland
became a member of The European Union on May 1, 2004. Soon after, Polish
officials voted in favor for laws that would eventually mend the unemployment
problem in Poland significantly. In fact, the unemployment rate improved for
the first time in five years immediately following Poland's membership. The
involvement of Poland in the Eastern Bloc is currently greater than the Czech
Republic. The passage of two policies regarding energy credits from foreign
countries provide evidence of the emergence of Poland in the global
economy.
29. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose "NO CHANGE."
select

May, 1, 2004
select

May 1 2004
select

May, 1 2004
select

NO CHANGE
select

May—1—2004

Adapted from “The Fear of the Past” in What’s Wrong with the World by G.K.
Chesterton (1910)
The last few decades have marked by a special cultivation of the romance of
the future. We seem to have made up our minds to misunderstand what has
happened; and we turn, with a sort of relief, to stating what will happen—
which is (apparently) more easy. The modern man no longer presents the
memoirs of his great grandfather; but is engaged in writing a detailed and
authoritative biography of his great-grandson. Instead of trembling before the
specters of the dead, we shudder abject under the shadow of the babe
unborn. This spirit is apparent everywhere, even to the creation of a form of
futurist romance. Sir Walter Scott stands at the dawn of the nineteenth century
for the novel of the past; Mr. H. G. Wells stands at the beginning of the
twentieth century for the novel of the future. The old story, we know, was
supposed to begin: "Late on a winter's evening two horsemen might have
been seen . . ." The new story has to begin: "Late on a winter's evening two
aviators will be seen . . ." The movement is not without its elements of
charm; theres something spirited, if eccentric, in the sight of so many people
fighting over again the fights that have not yet happened; of people
still aglow with the memory of tomorrow morning. A man in advance of the
age is a familiar phrase enough. An age in advance of the age is really rather
odd.
30. Choose the answer that best corrects the bolded portion of the passage. If the bolded portion
is correct as written, choose NO CHANGE.
select

The last few decades marked by
select

The last few decades are being marked by
select

NO CHANGE
select

The last few decades had marked by
select

The last few decades have been marked by

